
ci-IAPI'ER IV 

.tv:O RAL UN lVERSALISAT JON a KANT AND HARE 

Almost everyone now agrees that moral judgements must, 

in some sense, be universalisable. And this agreement is tYPically 

taken to be an agreement with a central c:ontribution of l<?Olltian 

ethics .. Much that is currently said ·about moral universalisation, 

however, would have been st.rongly rejected by Kant. A:nd so the · 

label 1 universalist 1 does not of itself aid our understanding of.· 

Kant's pasition at all and can easily interfere with such under-

stan a ing. 

R • .M.. Hare, for exarriple, offers a the.ory of moral 

unive:r·salisation that is often regardea as Kantian in character. 

According to Hare, the fundamental principle of Morality is the 

principle that whatever rule any agent appiies to o·t.her persons 

he must also apply, or be willing to have applied, to himself, 

and conversely .. ·rhis is, accord.tng t:.o Hare, simply the demand 

that moral judgmen-ts must, as a requirement 0f r111tionality, ·be 

universalisable. 'rhis theory is quj.te clt~arl.y formal (i.e. any 

end or purpose· carY be a part of mor:ality fl0 lon~ as the agent 

\1lills it for everyone including himsel:f), ·and it does appear 

initially plausible to say that it enshrines a kind of Kantianism. 

But this is a misleading impression. 

First of all. j.t is important to see how ve.ry strange~ 

Hare as view really is- :c·or. it is reaLly quite radically subjective 



in character .. For Hare, the universalJsability of a judgment 

depends solely upon what the agent is willing to accept. He is 

not claiming that a univ<:!rsalisable moral judgment is one which 

in f ac·t could obtain as a universal practice. Rather it is one 
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which the agent does will to accept as a universal practice~ No 

matter hov-1 evil or unworkable the state of a:ffa:lrs, if the agent 

is willing that he and everyone E~lse labour under it, then the 

judgment is moral. The universalisability of a jud~ment, th~1, 

is not determined by any objective state of affait.a in the agent's 

environment, but only by what the agent is or is not liilling to 

put up with. 'The test of the .agE:mt' s wished for himself qua 

recipient would justify rules which impose on ·their recipients 

unjust or irrmioral hardships, including racial discrimination and 

even genocide. If werner is uilling to be exterminated if it is 

discovered that he ia a Jew, ti·len Werner's prescriptive judgment 

'Exterminate the Jews' counts as moral. Morality, on this view, 

becomes essential:ly a private rather than a public en·terpr·i.se. 

As H. L. A. Hart remo.rks' 

To characterise n:orality • • • as primax·ily a matter 

of the application to conduct of those ultimate 

principles which the individual accepts or to 

,_.,i·lich he commits himself for the conduct of his 

life seems to me an excessively Protestant 

approach. ~portant as this aspect or kind of 

moral judgment is. we need to understand it as 

a development from the primary phenomenon of ·th~ 

morality of a social group. ('IJegal and Mor.nl Obl.1gation 1 

in ~ssays in ~r~l Philosophy). 

.I 
'! 



so 

Now it must be admitted that I<pnt's statement of the Categorical 

Imperati~e would, if vit3wed uncritically, incline one to inter- , 

pret Kant as holding a similar positions 

Act only according to that maxim by which you can 

at the same time will that it should become a 

universal law (Foundations, 421 a Beck, 39). 

This certainly sounds as though Kant, like Hare, were saying 

that you act on moral (as opposed to privata) grounds so long 

as you are simply willing that your· maxims be tii1iversal.· However, 

;-1e should be suspicious of pinning such a viet-; on Kant, for we 

must remember that his exercise in pure moral philosophy is to 

alscover: the nature of :1:ully rational action. And the impos:ition 

of genocide by a fanatic hardly seems to cor·respond with such 

an Ideal paradigm of rationality - no matter· ho\11 much the 

fanatic is willing to suffer the awful consequences of what he 

does. And inQeed, if we proceed a few paragraphs '-fw:·ther in the 

Foun9ations, · vJe find that Kant 1 s view is considerably more complex 

than Hare 1 s z 

~~e must be able t.o will t:.nat a mwd.m of our action 

become a uniV€lrs.al law; this is the CanOn Of the 

moral estimat1on of ow: action gen~)rally. t3orne 

actions are of such a nature that their maxim 

cannot even be thou9ht. a~; a universal law of nature 



\vithout contradi:Ction ..... In others this int(~rnal 

impossibility is not found though it is still 

impossible to will that their maxim should be 

raised to the universality of a Law of nature, 

bee ause such a will would contradict itself 

(Foundations, 4241 Heck, 41-2). 
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so Kan·t is really operating here with two priilCipL~s of morality. 

rrhe first 1 USed to der i.Ve perfect dutieS When later employed as 

a cri-terion, is that you should ac·t on no maxim which is incapable 

of being a universal p.t·actice. The second.,. later used as a 

criterion for imperfect duties, is that certau1 maxims, even if 

capable of being univex:sal practices,. oarmot aount as moral ii 

the agent cannot consi~ltently will that they be» universal praG-

tices; And neither of these principles is subjective. Tht=.~ first 

speaks., not just of whctt can be willed (for, as the existence of 

irrational people surely shows, anything can be willed), but what 

can ·be consistently willed. And, as l shall argue later, by 

'consistently willable,. Kant does not mean merely cons'istency 

~'lith ~vhatever contingent desires I, by some personal quirk, just 

happen to have. Rather he means consistency with the desire&J that 

all men necessarily have. This desires he calls essential ends 

of humanity., and they play a c:rucial role in Kant • s material 

metaphysics of morals. 

Kant's views on moral universalisation, then, ~re not 

formal in the sense that Hare•s are. But what are his. views 
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then? To see this, we shall need to examine tha three pure 

formulations of the categorical ~erative. These a~e ·all 

recognisable by the fact that they make no reference to nature 

or to humanity, but are stated as characteristic of rationality 

as such. They may all be expressed in the indicati"'7«9 IIOod, and 

they shJuld be so expressed to avoid cenfusion between pure and 

applied moral philosophy. For my working formulations, I shall 

use t.he follovring 1 

1. x is a fully rational being if and only ~E X 

acts on maxims that are \miversalisable. 

2a X is a fully rational being if and only ~f X 

treats rationality, whether in its own being 

or in that of another, always as an end never 

as a means only .. 

3. X is fully rational being if and only if X acts 

as though he 1.-lere a law-making nember in a 

universal kingdom of ends. 

What I wish to argue in the remainder of th.'l:s chapter ii 

is that formulation (2) is the fundamen·tal formuJ..at.ion of the 

categorical Imperative. It, ru1d the doctrine of •ends in 

themselves' upon which it rests, are absolutely essential to 

understanding what Kant means by moral univel:sali~ation. 

Now the.deduct.ion of formulation (l) from the concept 

of. a rational being is easj.ly- presented. Kant does not actually 

give us the argument in the F0undations (except as an enthymeme), 

•· • ·• • . .... t, 

'· .. -.... ;,,.,,.;...:~·..:.if:~~)-~.-;~ 



but by adding a premise (b) from the C:citique of Pure Reason, 

""e can get the followings 

(a) x is a fuliy rational be.i.ng if and only if X acts 

only acoorc.ing to a conception of law (at Founda

tions, 4121 Beck, 28)~ 

(b) x is a law only if X is universa+ (at Critique of 
Pure Reason, A 21 Kemp SmJ.th, 42)• 

TheJ~efore ~ x is a fully rational being if and only· if X acts 

acccn·ding to a concept~ion of universal law. 

\"/e seem to have, then, as a fundarm;mtal principle of 

' ':j 
~~ 

a fully rational bein~J, that. it acts only on a conception of 

universal lav1s. HoweVE!r, having this principle is not. in itself 

any great asset in oUJ:- inquiry intc> pure moral philosophy. For, 

as it stands, the notion of 'universal law' lacks specification 

and cannot be brought to bear upon speCifically moz:al issues. 

For surely we would not \'lant to claim, for exan1ple ·that there 

is any ~Dral significance j~ acting on a conception of the 1~ 

of unive·rsal gravitat.ion - though such action certainly satis-

fies ': bare crite.r:ion of universali.sability. 

This d.ifficulty, however, is mc•re apparent than real 1 

For ~.o1e must remerrber that \ve are talkJ.ng about the universal!- . 

sability of maxims pr .inciples o:f human action. But behaving 
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in accordance tV'i th t.he law of universal gravitation }las no maxim 

because such behaviour is. not, in any neaningful sense. an 
. ~ 

; 
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act~Lon at all. For it is not wit~hin my power to refrain from 

behaving in accordancE' with this law. '!'hough my jumping off a 

building might very vlE3ll be. an ac·tion of mine, we should hardly 

want ·to say that my falling and hitting the ground was ·also an 

action on my part. It is not somE~thing I did, but something which 

happened to me. Thus ;in spelling out universalisability in any 

ethically relevant sense· (in a sense characterising intentional 

hu.rnan actions), ''~e must remerrber ·that .,.rhat must be universal!- . 

sable is not brute bodily behavio'ur as such, but the max~ of 

actions. Universalisability thus cannot be spelled out as simply 

consistency with actual laws of nature. I act according to these, 

surely, but not on a conception of them. 

Neither can 1 universalisable' mean 'logical consistency' 

in any formal sense!. ~1/e can. kn<?W whether a given statement is 

formally consistent without YillOirting anything about the content 

of' the statement .. '£his is, after all, the value of formal pro

cedures,. 'l'hey test the logical consistency of statements once 

the actual terms or con tent o£ these staternent:.1 have been 

replaced by variable~s. l1"or example, we know thut the statement 

1 A.ll grinches are gz.·eeps and there is one gz·iJ·lah '!.thich is not a 

grt:Jep' is formally J.nconsistent 1.-li't.hout knowin~ anything at all 

about the. meaning and cont~ent of the actual statement. For the 

general scheme • A.ll Ps a.re C)s end th>;re :is a P whir..!h is not a 

0 1 is formally inconsistent, i.e. it is reducible to a contra

diction of the form • P and not P'. But; the universalisability 
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of maxims does indeed depend upon the content of tho~e ntaxims. 

universalisability is nupposed to be a rational criterion of 

conduct, not of staterr~mts, and mu:;,t takr;~ acco\m·t of the ends 
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that the agent is pursuing in nction. The ma:J<.:f.nl 1 I shall makA;t a 

false promise • is, according to Kant, not univ~rmalj.sable. But 

it obviously is not a f:ormCil cc:mtradiction, nor oan it be reduced 

to one. 'dhat is not un:lversulisable in thia tuaxim is not its 

log.ical form, but is rather 'the end o.l~ purpose that the agent is 

seeking to bring about .. 

My reason for. discuflsing these points has been to show 

that universalisabilit:r cannot in it:;~el.f stand as a sufficien·t:. 
i 

cond.ition for rational morality. For; if taken as sufficient, 
1 

the sphe~e of ·morally permissible actio~s will include those 

that merely accord with. natural causal laws (e.g. 'survival of 

the fit test' ) and those which can be gJven a non-contradictory 

description (e. g. • kill the Jews'.). Thus the not.ion of univer

salisability must, if it is to be of any ~elp at all in determining 

a characterisation of t.he moral point of view, be spelled out, 
. ~ 

so as to be explicitly relevant to maxlms-principles for tha 

realisation of certain ends, purposes of states of affail. s. All 
I. 

maxims are of the form 'To bring about so and so \ll".tder certain 

conditions •, and we ne13d some-! principle to tell us the difference 

betv1een what is rational to bring about and what is irrational 

to b.ring about • .fv'.oral actions must be univursalisa.ble or 

rationally c~m::-;ir-.;tEmt but consistent; wi·th what? 



Here real difficulties begin to present themselves. we 

must remember that Kant is t~ying to plrasent his characterisa

tion of the supreme principle of morality as a part of pure 

moral philosophy. Thus he cannot spell out universalisability 

in terms of any particular empirical epds or purposes that 

rational beings just happen to have, e. g. happiness. Rather he 

seeks a characterisation of the actions of all rational beings. 

and there is no raason to suppose that all rational beings 
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pursue the saroo material ends. And even if tl!ey did, this would 

still be a contingent matter and could not form the basis for 

the a-priori principlets of pure moral philosophy. But (and this 
.;' 

is ·a very important • but • ) if there we.re an end ac·tually. set by 

reason itself, then the case would be quite differentJ 

It is necessary law for all rational beings that they~ 

should always judge their actions by su~h maxims as 

they themselves could will to serve· as universal laws? 

if it is such u law,. it must be conn eo ted (wholly a 

priori) with the concept of the will of a rational 

being as such. But, in order to discover this connection 

we must, howevor reluctantly, take a step into meta-

physics. 

Material ends .... are without excepti<m only relative, 

for only their relati,::>n to a particularly constituted faculty 

of desire in the subj,;,ct gives them t:.heir worth. And. this worth 
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cannot., therefore, afford any univ~t1raal prinoipJ.es for all 

rational beings .. 

But suppose that there were aonething tha existence of 

which in itself had absolute worth., something wh,tqh as an end 
~ 

in itself, could be a. grotmd of definite laws. In it. and only 

in it could lie tha ground o:£ a possible (:.:at.egorical .i,mperative, 

j_,. e of a practical law • 


